
AN INSPECTOR CALLS COURSEWORK CONCLUSION

A free English literature essay on "An inspector calls," by J.B. Priestly. This essay can help with GCSE english
coursework.

Priestly, is the story of the visit by an Inspector to an apparently normal family, the Birlings. Refer to themes
and characters in your analysis. The Inspector uses exits as a clever tactic. There is a knock an the door, an
inspector calls. For years to come, countries would be entrenched in the Cold War the long-lasting standoff
between Capitalism and Communism. And finally dramatic irony and denouement are used. But who is
Inspector Goole? How successfully does he achieve it. This stands out a lot and makes it seem quite clear that
the author I using the Inspector as his representative in the battle between the two political means. The story
was set in and much of the context of the time relates to the Inspector's questioning of the Birling's.
Immediately, almost instantly the Inspector rebounds and pushes further into Mr Birling pushing down the
wall Mr Birling had risen between them. Or he could be religious or moral figure. Priestley's An Inspector
Calls In the play 'An inspector calls' by JB priestly, there are a range of dramatic devices used, you can see
foreshadowing; where the characters hint at things that you see or learn later. This quote, amongst other
extraordinary pearls of ignorance from Mr. We see that he becomes anxious, and this builds tension, because
the audience is made aware of how formidable a character the Inspector is. In conclusion I would say that the
Inspectors role in J. They are celebrating the engagement of Mr. Each of the Birlings is a link in the chain of
events that lead to Eva Smiths suicide. The Inspector's doubles as a device used by Priestley to both convey
his ideas about society and to build up dramatic tension. This gives the Inspector more credibility because the
audience is aware of how accurate his statements are about the future. Birling and Inspector Goole, who subtly
debate their outlooks for the future. The Inspector knows how to make an entrance and an exit too. This has
been mentioned several times which is shocking for the audience and should also be for the Birlings. This
comes through evidently to present the socialistic ideals of the author who believed in socialism. Priestly uses
Eva Smith's suicide as a plot device to build dramatic tension, dramatic irony, and to share his socialist
message. Mr Birling goes on to say how if everyone took responsibility for all that went on we would be in an
awkward world and the Inspector jumps on this and Birling becomes quite irate, addressing such issues that
drove Eva away such as starving her of a good salary, firing her for protesting. Priestley in and is set in ,
focusing on a respectable upper class family; the Birlings. Priestley deliberately set his play in because the
date represented an era when all was very different from the time he was writing. He dismisses the possibility
of a war based on his belief in progress. Portrayal of the Abuse of Authority in J. The inspector also develops
the topic of conversation from person to person in a methodical fashion. I am going to write about how J. The
possession of authority is beneficial and makes life more pleasant but although it brings so much ease to life, it
can easily be abused to bring harm to others. The play has socialist undertones, as Priestly was a prominent
socialist himself. There are the entrances and exit; the dramatic ways that these are used. Criminally there is
nothing wrong with what the Birlings have done but morally they are fully to blame and the Inspector is there
to punish them.


